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“One time, though, I was really inspired. I
was listening to a poem a man recited after
he sculpted his cow, a poem about Africa; it
was a good poem, and he spoke it with intense enthusiasm, It touched me in the
heart because it felt like, with me being an
urban kid, I was a part of this culture. I felt
like I was a part of what he went through in
Africa. The way he presented the poem
took me into his head for a minute. I became him, like I started to feel the pain in
my heart, too. Working with the Clay Cow
Project has matured me and changed my
way of life.”
~ Chris, Cortland State

Donations
The Syracuse Cow Project depends on volunteers who donate their time for sculpting cows
and coordinating donations. Members of the
Syracuse Cow Project are eager to work with
new audiences and to share their stories, sculptures and goals for their new life in the United
States. The participation of the Sudanese men in
this traditional art of their childhood encourages
community building and a sense of cohesion.
Donations of materials and financial support for
The Cow Project are accepted at St. Vincent de
Paul Church in Syracuse, New York, or by calling Carl Oropallo at 315-463-5109 or Faye
McMahon at 315-443-6231.
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Email can be sent to:
syrclaycowproject@twcny.rr.com

Memories of Childhood
“When we were little children we would take the
soil, we’d wet it and form it into little cows, bulls
and calves, and we would play with them. All the
little boys would make the herds, we would build
KRAAL to keep the animals safe at night, we’d
make lions and jackals to put outside the KRAAL,
we’d spend hours doing that. We’d decorate the
bulls especially, with big horns. We’d color them
different colors.” - Kerubino, Syracuse, New York
“There is a certain tree that, when you stuck a
sharp point into it, a red colored fluid would come
out, and we would collect that. We used the various
colors of ash from the dead coals of the fires to
make the grays. There was something else we used.
What do you cll those little animals that crawl up
the walls of your house? Yes, lizards, we would
collect their body waste, what do you call it, manure? We would use lizard manure for the white
color which was the most difficult to get. We would
try to get our cows and bulls and goats to look like
the animals did. That’s how we played when we
were little boys” - Angelo, Syracuse, New York

About The Syracuse Cow Project
In 1983 Sudan erupted into its second civil war. Rebel armies in the south
forced young boys between the ages of 4
and 14 to fight against the Khartoum
government military. Boys who resisted
were forced to flee or they faced death.
Tens of thousands of
young men, known
commonly as the “Lost
Boys” of Sudan, migrated on foot to refugee camps in Ethiopia.
When civil war again
erupted, the boys were
forced back across Sudan until they arrived to
refugee camps in
Kenya. Life in Kakuma
was difficult and unsettled for many unaccompanied, minor refugees.
Beginning in 2001,
approximately 4,000
Lost Boys have been
granted refugee status
and allowed to immigrate to the United
States. In Syracuse, and other cities
across America, many Sudanese men
work several jobs to further their education and to make better lives for themselves in the U.S.. This also enables
them to provide economic support for
surviving family members in Sudan.
The Syracuse Clay Cow Project was
initiated as a fundraiser for the young
men’s educational needs, such as tuition
and textbooks. The Syracuse Clay Cow
Project is important for community building among the young men from many dif-

ferent regions and ethnic groups of Sudan, and the Clay Cow Project has provided a place for communication and cultural interaction .
In some cultures of Sudan, cows
play both material and symbolic roles,
and a responsibility for
raising cattle dominates adult male life. In
a few Sudanese cultures it is traditional for
young boys to create
miniature cattle out of
clay to emulate herding
cattle. As a boy gets
older, he is typically
given his own calf to
raise. Young men then
create lyrics, a bullsong, to be sung
throughout the bull and
owner’s lifetime. The
bull is so essential to
adult male identity that
when the calf is given a
name, the young boy
also takes the name as
his own.
Clay cow-making, a traditional art,
enables many young men in Syracuse to
maintain ties to their Sudanese roots by
recalling shared childhood traditions as
well as maintaining a strong cultural connection with one another. The Syracuse
Clay Cow Project helps raise money for
educational needs through the donations
for these uniquely made ceramic cows.
The idea for the Syracuse Cow Project
was inspired by the success of the Arizona Lost Boys Center who sponsor a
similar project.

